
A fresh approach to seafood

Best Seafood, 
Best Service, 
Best Advice  
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Meet Our  
 Purchasing Team

Q: What is your favourite thing about your role? 

A: MAGGIE: I love how varied my role is, as well as 

working with some amazing suppliers and dealing with 

customer queries, I am involved with lots of different 

projects; from decarbonisation to teaching and training! 

I’m passionate about seafood and love any opportunity 

to learn more or teach what I know!  

DAVE: Talking to people all over the country                      

and Norway. 

Q: What is your favourite Regal Fish Product? 

A: MAGGIE: All of the fresh fish as the quality is unrivalled 

in my opinion, but the Salmon tarts are a Saturday 

morning treat in my house each week!  

DAVE: The Breaded Haddock fillets. 

Q: How will you be spending your Christmas?                          

Will it be Regal one?  

A: MAGGIE: Most definitely at home with my family.          

We have the smoked salmon terrines with crusty bread 

on Christmas morning every year. Then Christmas 

dinner will be Smoked Cod, Bacon and Brie Mini Fish 

Cakes for starter, followed by the Turkey crown and 

gammon joint which we supply from our Grimsby 

butcher Len Edwards.   

DAVE: Relaxing and forgetting about work/fish! Some 

smoked salmon for breakfast on Christmas morning 

with toast and scrambled eggs.

We are talking to the guys that are 
responsible for bringing a range of 
amazing products to you!   
Margaret Money and                  
Dave Hussey who make up our 
fish purchasing team.

Maggie Money (Frozen Purchasing Manager) Dave Hussey (Fresh Purchasing Manager) 

Want to join the team at Regal Fish? 

We are currently recruiting for new Field Sales Executives to 
help expand our business and deliver our great quality 
products to more customers. If this interests you, you can find 
out more by visiting our website www.regalfish.co.uk and 
finding our “recruitment” page underneath “our services”.  

Q: How long have you worked at Regal Fish?  

A: MAGGIE: I celebrated my 20th anniversary this May. 

DAVE: Approximately 8 years. 

Q: What is a day in the life of a fish purchasing manager?  

A: MAGGIE: As well as maintaining the stock levels and 

continuous improvement, I work with our sales teams to 

ensure they have the resources they need. Researching the 

current trends and meeting with our suppliers to brainstorm 

ideas for new ‘Made Great in Grimsby’ products.   

DAVE: First thing in the morning I check the requirements for 

the day, I then go on the Grimsby Fish Market to see the 

quality of the fish before speaking to our suppliers in 

Scotland, Shetland and Norway to see what has landed. I buy 

whichever is best for regal! I then order the Salmon, Trout, 

Seabass and the Smoked fish. 
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A Very 
Regal Christmas

This Christmas, we have a selection of luxury seafood products 
perfect for your festive table!   
Choose from our range of sublime seafood starters, handmade 
mains and gourmet buffet items.

Need a top                         
up nearer to            
Christmas? 

Just ask a member of the team                             
if we can make an interim or                       

courier delivery.

SMOKED SALMON TERRINE.

SALMON WELLINGTON WITH WENSLEYDALE, PORT AND CRANBERRY.

LEMON AND PEPPER SALMON BITES. 
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5

…Pan Fry 

Oil a pan and 3-4 minutes each side is enough for most 
fillets (Flatfish will need slightly less, thicker fillets or 
loins slightly more).  

Tip - Stir fried fish is fantastic as fish doesn’t take much 
cooking so you can pop the fish or prawns straight in 
with your stir fry mix!   

…Poach 

Poaching is one of our favourite ways to cook vacuum 
packed fish such as the salmon portions, 10-15 minutes 
in a pan and all of the flavour is locked in. If you like to 
poach your white or smoked fish then it’s very simply 
done in a small amount of milk in a pan and 10-12 
minutes should be about perfect.  

…Oven Bake 

Fillets cook in a preheated oven at 190°c/ gas mark 5 
(170°c fan assisted) in roughly 12-15 minutes, with 
minimal effort. A little oil and seasoning will be more 
than enough for a simple dish, however if you would 
like to add a marinade or extra flavouring why not 
make a little tin foil parcel and bake for 15-18 minutes.  

Again slightly reduce this time for flat fish and for 
thicker fillets or loin increase. You will see when your 
fish is cooked as it turns opaque and flakes easily with 
a fork. 

Tip - Take a look at our website and click on ‘recipes’ for 
our flavour suggestions!  

The HThe Haannddy Gy Guuidide e 

      tto Co CoookingFokingFiishsh!!
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…Steam 

So simple and healthy and it leaves all of the goodness 
within the flesh, a perfect way to serve fish in its full 
glory. Roughly 10 minutes is enough for standard sized 
fillets and allows the moisture to be locked in. A 
squeeze of lemon juice and a little bit of seasoning is 
all that you need!  

…Microwave 

Smaller portions and thinner fillets will usually 
microwave on a medium heat for 3-4 minutes, thicker 
loins and steaks 5-6 minutes should give you the nice 
opaque flesh which will flake nicely. 

…Grill and BBQ 

Whether you are looking to marinade or cook it as it is, BBQ 
cooking is perfect for bringing out all of the fantastic flavours 
of the fish. Both fish and prawns are very simple to cook on 
either the BBQ or grill, 4-5 minutes each side should be 
enough.  

Tip - Forgotten to take your fish out of the freezer? Fear not! 
Most types of fish can be cooked from frozen, even if they 
have a protective glaze. Just add a few minutes to the 
cooking time and you shouldn’t notice any difference.

Why not take a look at our facebook and 
Instagram pages for inspiration? Check out 
some of our shared BBQ recipes from some of 
the best BBQ chefs and influencers. 
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7IMPROVE YOUR FAMILY’S DIET AND HEALTH BY JULIETTE KELLOW

Fish is… 

…Good for a nutrient boost 

Seafood is the ultimate ‘super’ food. All varieties are packed 
with protein, and provide omega-3 fats and many vitamins 
and minerals. Choosing different types means you’ll benefit 
from the wide range of nutrients found in fish.  

…Good for your heart  

The naturally occurring omega-3 fats found in seafood help 
the heart to work properly and keep blood pressure and 
levels of triglycerides (raised levels of which are linked to 
heart disease) normal. All fish, including white fish and 
shellfish contain omega-3 fats, although oily fish contain the 
greatest amounts. 

…Good for your brain  

It’s nicknamed ‘brain food’ for a reason! One of the omega-3 
fats naturally found in fish – DHA – helps the brain to 
function normally. It’s especially important that pregnant and 
breastfeeding mums get enough of this nutrient as DHA is 
vital for their baby’s brain development. 

…Good for your eyes 

DHA is also important for normal eyesight. Again mums-to-
be and breastfeeding mums need enough of this omega-3 
fat as it’s important for their baby’s eye development. 

…Good for your waistline 

White fish and most shellfish are high in protein and low in 
fat, which makes it easier for us to control our calories. As 
well as helping us maintain our muscles, the British Nutrition 
Foundation says protein helps us feel fuller for longer. 

Written for Regal Fish by freelance writer 

Juliette Kellow - Nutritionalist  

 

Fish is a truly nutritious food      
and can make an important 
contribution to a healthy, balanced 
diet. That’s why health experts  
say we should all eat two portions 
a week, one of which should be   
an oil-rich fish such as mackerel, 
sardines, pilchards, fresh tuna, 
kippers or salmon. Sadly though, 
many of us fail to achieve this – on 
average, most adults only manage 
one portion a week (children and 
teenagers have even less). As for 
oily fish, we only eat one portion 
every three weeks! Here’s why we 
should eat more.

What’s a portion? 
A portion of fish is around  
140g when cooked (that’s  

around 170g before cooking). 
 

8 great fish for omega-3 fats 
• Mackerel • Kippers • Salmon • Herring 

• Seabass • Sardines • Trout • Crab

The British Heart Foundation advises Plaice, Cod or 
Hake can be included with a healthy Mediterranean 
style diet, as well as oily fish like Trout, Salmon or 
Sardines. Visit www.bhf.org.uk for further information.
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The health 
benefits of fish… 

for body and mind

Seafood provides the following vitamins and 
minerals… 
• B vitamins, especially B3, B6 and B12 – these 

produce energy and support the nervous system 
• Vitamin D – oily fish are one of the few naturally 

rich sources of this nutrient, which supports healthy 
bones, teeth, muscles and immunity 

• Potassium – helps maintain normal blood pressure  
and nerve function 

• Phosphorus – important for normal bones                
and teeth. 

• Zinc – shellfish provide this nutrient, which 
supports immunity and helps keep skin, hair and 
nails healthy 

• Copper – also provided by shellfish, copper is 
important for immunity and the nervous system 

• Iodine – needed for normal growth in children and 
teenagers, as well as helping our thyroid to function 
normally and producing thyroid hormones, which 
help regulate our metabolism 

• Selenium – helps to support immunity and thyroid 
function and keeps hair and nails looking healthy.
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Need a top             
up nearer to            
Christmas? 

Just ask a member of the team                   
if we can make an interim or                     

courier delivery.

9

L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N    
Festive Wellingtons 

Choose from  
Salmon Wellington with Wensleydale, Port and Cranberry 

Handmade in Grimsby, salmon wellingtons with  
an indulgent wensleydale and port sauce.  

Or Cod Wellington with Blue Stilton and Bacon 
Back by popular demand –  

a cod wellington with a divine sauce  
containing Blue Stilton and Bacon.   

2 wellingtons 410g £6.50 
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Smoked Salmon 
Terrine 

Make the perfect centrepiece by adding a pack of 
our Cooked King Prawns! (see p22). 

A gourmet triple Salmon terrine made up of a layer 
 of smoked salmon mousse, a layer of luxurious  

roast smoked salmon flakes and topped with  
a final layer of sliced smoked salmon. 

£12.95   Serves 2-4  
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L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N    
Festive Bites 

11

Choose from  
Salmon with Lemon and Pepper or Cod with Sage and Onion  

The perfect edition to your buffet table. 

£6.25   400g  

Our range of seafood Goujons are perfect  
for the buffet table. (see p24).
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● Start early…
 It’s no surprise that children 

who are introduced to seafood 
at an early age are more 
likely to enjoy fish. Fish can 
be introduced as early as 6 
months when the baby is 
weaned. Visit www.nhs.uk for 
more information and the best 
types to try.

● Start Simple…
 Small portions of mild flavoured fish and cook very simply, 

adding minimal flavours. See how much your child enjoys fish 
in its purest form, especially if you point out the health benefits. 
You may be surprised!

● Fish Twist…
 Try and substitute the usual meat protein for fish where you can. 

Taco Tuesday and Fajita Friday can just as easily include fish and 
prawns rather than meat. For children who require a bit more 
encouragement, introduce either marinated or breaded and 
battered products. Make it exciting, a dip sometimes does the 
trick.

● Get Hands On…
 Children tend to engage more and 

enjoy something that they have 
helped to create, take a look at our 
recipe library for suitable recipes.  

● Be consistent…
 Try and encourage seafood twice a 

week so that it becomes ‘the norm’. The more familiar something 
is, the more likely your child will eat it.

Look out for the Smiley Face 
throughout this brochure, 
it’ll flag the tried and tested 
favourites for kids.

Seafood for kids
Tried and tested kids favourites!

Salmon Portions

Traditional Cod Fish Cakes

Regal Superior Prawns

Jumbo Battered Fish Fingers

Cod Tails

p18

p24

p22

p24

p17

The NHS 
recommends it 

that can be introduced 
as early as 6 months 

when the baby 
is weaned.
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SEAFOOD FOR ALL THE FAMILY! 

The NHS  
recommends that it  
can be introduced 

as early as 6 months  
when the baby 

is weaned.
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Why buy from Regal?

We aim to provide the best advice to our customers on our products and service, from industry news and seasonality through to the best cut of 
fish to suit you and your family’s needs. 

Each member of staff receives full training in their area of expertise with ongoing training and support so that they have the right information to 
advise you of the best seasonal offers, recipes and serving suggestions. 

For further advice or inspiration visit our website, where you’ll find new recipe ideas, news and helpful advice. Also be sure to check out our 
Facebook page and keep up to date with happenings, offers and competitions!

We source the finest fresh fish each day and our technical 
department quality check every intake. We have third party 
SALSA accreditation and full traceability on all of the seafood 
that comes into our factory, meaning we can trace a product 
back to the exact vessel and catch area. 

Our expert filleters and packers 
carefully handle and prepare 
the fish each morning so that 
we can be confident that 
each order will arrive with the 
customer at its absolute best. 
We believe the quality of our 
seafood is what sets us apart!

Best Seafood... Best Service...

Best Advice...

Our fresh fish is prepared each morning to your requirements 
by our experienced fishmongers, packaged as naturally as 
possible in a sealed, recyclable box ready to pop straight into 
the refrigerator. 

Your friendly and knowledgeable driver will arrive after 
midday on delivery day, within your requested time slot and 
you can be assured that your order is kept at the optimum 
temperature in our vehicles keeping your delivery in perfect 
condition from our factory all the way to your door. 

www.regalfish.co.uk     
  

facebook.com/regalfish       twitter.com/regalfishuk

Regal Fish Supplies Brochure 24pp  Dec 2021.indd   9 15/12/2021   18:24
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We purchase each morning and in order to get the best and 
freshest fish available, Dave Hussey our fresh purchasing 
manager works alongside our buyers who hand pick the 
fish as they are landed at the various markets and make a 
decision on where the fish will be purchased that day based 
on quality, seasonality and availability with priority given to 
our favoured boats who we know handle the fish carefully. 

On the subject of responsible sourcing we feel the best 
objective is to furnish our customers with the information 
about the fish we supply in order to enable you to make an 
informed decision about the species you choose to purchase 
and consume. 

To assist our customers in this, we have incorporated the 
MCS (Marine Conservation Society) ‘Good Fish Guide’ into 
our website with a seafood rating attached to each species 
enabling you to make the most responsible choices. Simply 
visit our website and choose the type of fish you wish to 
purchase and click on ‘sustainability info’.

We actively encourage our 
customers to try lesser 
known species through 
our promotions and recipe 
suggestions in order to take 
the pressure off the more popular 
types of fish.

We also supply farmed fish such as Salmon which is carefully 
sourced from well-managed farms in Scotland and Norway 
whilst our Trout is farmed locally in Lincolnshire. 

As a reputable company that has 
been trading for over 30 years, our 
principle aim is to ensure that the 
fish we supply to our customers 
is the best quality available and 
responsibly caught 
from sustainable 
fishing grounds, an 
important 
issue we’re 
sure you 
agree. 

Fish for our future

OUR ETHICAL APPROACH TO RESPONSIBLE FISHING AND SUSTAINABILITY

We never freeze fish and defrost to sell as fresh, instead 
we promote fish that is in season and freeze down when 
plentiful and then offer discounts on the frozen fish in order 
to encourage our customers to help us in our efforts of 
protecting the fisheries.

To find out more please visit out website 
www.regalfish.co.uk.

RESPONSIBLY
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With fresh fish being at the centre of our business we 
have access to the best quality seafood each day and can 
therefore take fish from stock each morning and prepare it 
with a choice of butters and marinades. 

Much of the fresh fish that goes through our factory is 
frozen daily by us and goes into some of our breaded and 
prepared products. We also source the best quality fillets 
and portions to the exact specification required for our 
handmade bakes and ready meals.. 

Locally sourced and hand-
made products for you!

Locally caught shellfish

Our Crabs and Lobsters are all caught right here on the 
east coast of England! 

Caught in the old fashioned pots in small boats by 
local fishermen who are rewarded for championing 
sustainability and protecting the fishery. 

MTL Smokehouse of Grimsby has supplied our 
traditionally smoked products since 1989. 

The freshest fish purchased each morning and smoked 
traditionally overnight in Grimsby ready for your delivery. 

We are fortunate enough to work with some of the finest 
producers Britain has to offer! Our relationship with small, 
artisan producers like Chapmans of Grimsby for over 20 
years is fundamental. We are glad to share our love for 
the best quality seafood, combined with bespoke recipes, 
expert techniques and careful handling, delivering a range of 
delicious products that you won’t find in the supermarket.

Regal Fish Supplies Brochure 24pp  Dec 2021.indd   11 15/12/2021   18:24

We make no secret of the fact that we are very proud of our Grimsby roots. We have been fortunate enough to hold our own as one of the nation’s favourite fishmongers and are honoured to have been able to deliver the best seafood products Grimsby has to offer to homes nationwide for over 30 years! 

You may have noticed a lovely new logo will appear on many of our 
ready prepared products featuring the strap line ‘Made Great in Grimsby’.  

Take a look through the brochure and look out for this logo, we don’t like to blow our own trumpet but we are pretty sure you will be impressed with what Grimsby has to offer!
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Sea Bass 
PIN-BONED FILLETS, 7–10 PER KG    £24.00 PER KG 
Also available in convenient 500g packs From £12.95
WHOLE SEA BASS, MIN 400G FISH PRIOR TO GUTTING £5.75 EACH
PIN-BONED FILLETS, VACUUM PACKED PAIRS, MIN 200G £7.65
2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF BUTTER FOR  £8.45

Gilt Head Bream Fillets 
PIN-BONED FILLETS, 7–10 PER KG    £22.00 PER KG 
Also available in convenient 500g packs From £11.95
PIN-BONED FILLETS, VACUUM PACKED PAIRS, MIN 200G

2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF BUTTER FOR

 £6.65

£7.45

Coley  
BONED FILLETS £11.25 PER KG

SKINNED & BONED FILLETS £12.00 PER KG
Also available in 500g £6.00

 

 Hake   £7.50 PER KG
Ask a member of staff or check the website for availability.               

Monkfish  
SKINNED & BONED FILLETS £31.50 PER KG

Also available in 500g £17.00

Ray  
WINGS £16.50 PER KG

MIDDLES £21.00 PER KG

Fish Pie Mix    £6.50 PER 360G PACK
Contains a mix of Cod, Salmon and Smoked Haddock chunks all 
cut from fillet. 

Cod  
BONED FILLETS £14.95 PER KG
SKINNED & BONED FILLETS £15.85 PER KG
Also available in 500g  From £8.15
LOIN £21.50 PER KG
LOIN SKINNED £22.75 PER KG
STEAK (Contains bones)  £13.60 PER KG

2 PORTIONS From £6.00

2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF BUTTER FOR £6.85

Haddock  
BONED FILLETS £13.95 PER KG

SKINNED & BONED FILLETS £14.95 PER KG

Also available in 500g From £7.50

LOIN £18.95 PER KG
LOIN SKINNED £20.50 PER KG

STEAK (Contains bones)  £11.75 PER KG

2 PORTIONS From £5.65

2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF BUTTER FOR £6.65

Fresh White Fish

Butter flavours available… Choose from 
Lemon Zest and Chive, Garlic and Parsley, 

Tomato and Basil or Pesto!

Fresh 
Cod loins

- prepared each 
morning.

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

‘For a luxury fish pie, add raw prawns (p22).
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 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

FROZEN 
Sea Bass Fillets £24.00 PER 1KG

Tilapia  £12.50 PER 800G 

Pangasius (Basa)    

SKINNED & BONED FILLETS  £7.50 PER 800G

Cod Loin

  

SKINNED & BONED PORTIONS                 £22.50 PER KG

Cape Hake SKINNED & BONED PORTIONS             £13.00 PER KG

Haddock 

 

SKIN ON, BONED

 

£13.95 PER KG

Our weights on frozen fish are Net weights 
(not including any protective ice glaze)

Tip
Remember our fresh 

fish is always sourced 
on demand, we never 
defrost fish and offer it 

as fresh! 

Frozen White Fish
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Salmon 

SKIN ON BONED FILLETS £24.00 PER KG

SKINNED AND BONED FILLETS £26.40 PER KG

Also available in 500g packs from £13.00

STEAKS (BONE IN) £24.50 PER KG

WHOLE SALMON (MIN 2.5KG) FROM £23.50 PER KG

SALMON PORTIONS (125G MIN VAC PACKED, SKIN ON AND BONED)  £3.50 EACH

2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF MARINADE FOR  £7.80 EACH

Trout  
WHOLE £11.00 PER KG

SKIN ON BONED FILLETS £18.25 PER KG

VACUUM PACKED PAIRS £4.95 220g MIN

  

Fresh Oil Rich Fish

Smoked Salmon, Mackerel and Trout 
all available, see p20 for further details.

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

PREPARED FOR YOU EACH DAY
Salmon  £7.50 PER KG

Salmon taken from stock each day and supplied in a ‘cook in tray’ with 
your choice of marinade.

Choose from…

Garden Mint, 
Thai, 

Oriental Salt & Pepper

TUNA    
LOIN PORTIONS £35.00 PER KILO

500G £19.00

Sardines   £7.50 PER KG

Ask a member of staff or check the website for availability.
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Salmon 

AVAILABLE AS:
(SKIN OFF)  10 X 140-170G PORTIONS £43.00

(SKIN ON)  6 X 120-140G PORTIONS £21.00

 

Other seafoods rich in Omega-3

All seafood contains some Omega-3 but some in higher concentrations than others, so if you 
wish to increase your uptake you may like to consider some of these too:  
• Smoked Mackerel • Smoked Trout • Sea Bass • Crab • Mussels • Prawns • Scallops

Most species of shellfish are either rich or good sources of Omega-3, see page 22 for our         
full shellfish range.

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

Wild Salmon  

 
Sardines               £5.95 PER 900G

Tuna  SUPREMES

UNSMOKED FILLETS

 5 PORTIONS FOR £15.75

Whitebait   £4.25 PER 454G PACK

Mackerel £3.50 PER PAIR           

 

Check out p25 for our 

fresh marinated portions!

Frozen Oil Rich Fish

ASK A MEMBER OF STAFF OR CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR AVAILABILITY
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Smoked Kippers  
FILLETS  £4.25 PER PAIR (290G MIN)

WHOLE (ON THE BONE)  £4.90 PER PAIR (390G MIN)

Potted Flakes                              Supplied Frozen   
GARLIC AND HERB HOT SMOKED MACKEREL 

GARLIC AND HERB HOT SMOKED SALMON 

LEMON AND PARSLEY HOT SMOKED MACKEREL
LEMON AND PARSLEY HOT SMOKED SALMON

£3.00

£3.00

£3.00
£3.00

Supplied chilled and undyed, will contain bones and requires cooking.

Smoked Mackerel  BONED FILLETS

NATURAL FILLETS  £3.95 PER PAIR (185G MIN)

PEPPERED FILLETS  £3.95 PER PAIR (185G MIN)

Supplied chilled and ready to eat

Smoked Trout  FILLETS  £8.25 PER 180G
Supplied fresh

John Ross Smoked Salmon 

              £10.95 PER 200GSupplied chilled and ready to eat

Highland Farms Smoked Salmon 

              £10.50 PER 200GSupplied chilled and ready to eat

Hot Roasted Salmon 
PER 160G PACK £10.00 PER 160G

Smoked Lincolnshire Pates     £4.25 PER 95G

Supplied chilled and ready to eat Choose from Salmon or Mackerel.

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

Smoked Fish
Traditionally Smoked Haddock 
and Cod  YELLOW OR NATURAL FILLETS 

HADDOCK PER KG £18.00
HADDOCK PER 500G £9.75

NATURAL VAC PACKED PAIRS £6.95

2 PORTIONS AVAILABLE WITH YOUR CHOICE OF BUTTER FOR £7.75

COD PER KG £19.00

Supplied as fresh, smoked fillets. Choose from cured and smoked 
Haddock or Cod supplied in the traditional paper wrap just as it has 
been for over 100 years by our traditional smoke house. Available either 
natural or dyed.

We have a selection of seasonal smoked 
products throughout the year, from pates 

and terrines to fishcakes and bites. 

Please ask a member of staff for details or visit 

www.regalfish.co.uk

Supplied 

 fresh unless  

stated
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Plaice  BONED FILLETS £17.00 PER KG

Lemon Sole  BONED FILLETS £20.00 PER KG

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

John Dory  SUPPLIED FRESH OR FROZEN 
WHOLE FISH                       £23.00 PER KG

Gurnard  SUPPLIED FRESH OR FROZEN 
WHOLE FISH                       £11.00 PER KG

Red Snapper  SUPPLIED FROZEN  
£18.00 PER 5 PORTION PACK (850G MINIMUM)

Swordfish  SUPPLIED FROZEN  
£20.00 PER 5 PORTION PACK (900G)

Tilapia  SUPPLIED FROZEN 
£12.50 PER 800G

Pangasius / Basa 
Fillets  SUPPLIED FROZEN                                          
£7.50 PER 800G

Flat fish and Exotic fish 
Redfish  SUPPLIED FRESH 

FILLETS £15.50 PER KG

WHOLE FISH £9.00 PER KG

Ask a member of staff or check the 
website for availability

Catfish  SUPPLIED FRESH 

SKINNED & BONED FILLETS 

Ask a member of staff or check 
the website for availability

Tip
Remember to separate your fresh fish prior to freezing 

Please be aware your product may be subject to weight change on the day of delivery. If fresh is 
unavailable on the morning of your delivery a frozen substitute may be sent.

Please advise our staff if frozen is not acceptable.
  

Can’t find what you are looking for?
Where possible we will source specialist fish. If there’s something that you 

need then we may be able to find it for you.

Ask a member of staff to put in a request.

Halibut    
FILLETS OR STEAKS                  £31.50 PER KG

£17.00 PER 500G

Turbot  WHOLE FISH FROM £25.00 PER KG

Brill  WHOLE FISH £23.50 PER KG
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CRUSTACEANS

King Prawns  TAIL-ON COOKED                       £10.00 PER 400G

Raw King Prawns  
PEELED     £10.75 PER 400G

Raw King Prawns  
EASY PEEL     £14.00 PER 545G

Raw King Prawns 
WHOLE, HEAD ON     
£20.00 PER 600G

Crevettes   
COOKED WHOLE & HEAD ON  
£18.00 PER KG 

Regal Superior Prawns     
COOKED AND PEELED COLDWATER                      £10.00 PER 372G

Shell-on Prawns     
COOKED, WHOLE COLDWATER  £5.50 PER 407G

Tempura Battered King Prawns    
  

£10.00 PER 400G

Jumbo Filo 
King Prawns
£10.00 PER 400G

Breaded Butterfly / Coconut Breaded 
Butterfly King Prawns £10.00 PER 400G

  

Peeled Brown Shrimps £19.50 PER 180G

                  

Garlic King Prawns £9.95 PER 500G
IN A CHEESE SEASONED SAUCE.  

Potted Brown Shrimp  IN BUTTER £5.00 PER 56G

MUSSELS

Chilean Mussels  
BLANCHED  £4.00 PER KG

Half Shell New Zealand Mussels 
GREEN LIPPED, PART COOKED  £12.95 PER 907G

Mussels COOKED AND SHELLED £4.75 PER 400G 

SQUID

Squid Tubes  
£8.00 PER 700G

Salt & 
Pepper Squid
£12.75 PER 1KG

Battered 
Calamari 
(Squid Rings) 
£6.00 PER 454G

Shellfish and seaside 

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH
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All shellfish products are supplied frozen

BRITISH CRABS AND LOBSTERS

White Crab Meat  £12.75

£8.50 PER MIN 190G

£10.50 PER 500G

£15.00 PER 165G MINIMUM

Check our website or speak to a member of staff for availability.
Whole Boiled  

Dressed Crab  

British Crab 
Claws

 

Dressed Half 
Lobster  

Whole Boiled Lobster  

SEASIDE FAVOURITES
Often overlooked or misunderstood, squid is low in calories and fat and 
with a few extra flavours makes a fine addition to any meal.  

Cornish Octopus                         £10.00 PER KG

Cooked Cockle Meat  £9.50 PER 340G 

Cooked Whelk Meat  £10.00 PER 405G  

Crab Flavour Sticks  £2.50 PER 16 COUNT

 

Roeless Scallops  £35.00 PER 700G

Seafood Cocktail  £9.95 PER 800G 

Containing: King Prawns, Squid Rings and Mussels. 

Paella mix with rice                       £4.75 PER 475G

Charred Octopus prepared by 

The Smokin’ Elk! 
Follow our Instagram for 
more recipes and serving 
suggestions @regalfishuk

 WILD FISH       FARMED FISH

Check our website or speak to a member of staff for availability.
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Prepared Seafood
BREADED AND BATTERED SEAFOOD

Goujons           454G EACH

A ‘posh’ fish finger but no dry 
orange breadcrumb or tired looking 
fish in sight! We take the best 
skinned and boned fish fillet, cut it 
into strips and coat it in a choice of 
flavoured or natural crunchy crumb.

FLAVOURED CRUMB:
COD WITH A SWEET CHILLI AND LIME BREADCRUMB  £6.25

 
HADDOCK WITH LEMON AND PEPPER BREADCRUMB £6.25

 
DAIRY AND GLUTEN FREE:  

BREADED COD GOUJONS  £6.25                               

 
Jumbo Cod Fishfingers

CRISPY BATTER £7.95

BREADED £7.95

5 fish fingers per pack, over 3 times the size of an average fish finger! 
Skinned & boned, flaky cod cut into large fingers and coated in a tasty 
oven-bakeable batter. 

Deluxe Oven Bake 
Scampi

 

£7.25 PER 400G BAG 

Succulent and sweet Langoustine 
tails, responsibly caught in the 
waters around the British Isles, 
prepared and packed in Whitby. 

Salt and Pepper Squid
       

£12.75 PER 1KG BAG

Chunks of Squid with a crispy salt and pepper coating. 
 

Supplied Frozen and ready to oven bake or fry.

Battered Calamari
 

£6.00 PER 454G BAG 

Our battered Squid rings are taken from whole rings as opposed to 
the reformed rings that are more widely available. Serve with garlic 
mayo for a light lunch or with goujons, scampi and filo prawns as an 
impressive seafood platter. 

 

OUR LUXURY FISH CAKES
4 PER 340G PACK £3.85 EACH

These luxury fish cakes have a crunchy crumb with real potato and 
fish fillet. No minced fish here and a ‘just like Grandma used to make’ 
appearance.  

Luxury Cod Fish Cakes

Prime MSC Cod fillet with sage seasoning. Simple yet superb!

Breaded Fish Cakes

Traditional style breaded cod fish cakes. With a high fish content and 
a delicious parsley flavour. Gluten and dairy free.

Luxury Salmon Fish Cakes

Salmon fillet with a little Cod for a subtler flavour, all seasoned with 
parsley and chives.

Luxury Smoked Haddock Fish Cakes

A delicious blend of smoked haddock, leek, cheese and seasoned 
mashed potato coated in a delicious crumb.

Battered Cod Fish Cakes 

Blended Cod, potatoes and herbs with a delicious savoury batter 
ready to oven bake. The whole family will love this chip shop style 
fish cake!

LIMITED EDITION FESTIVE 
MINI FISH CAKES

 

Choose from Smoked Cod, Bacon and Brie Mini or 
Garlic Prawn £6.25 per pack of 20.   

 

GF

GF

GF  GLUTEN FREE

GF
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Theres always something new and 
interesting to try here at Regal. 

Visit www.regalfish.co.uk and 
click on ‘New to our range’ where 

you will find all of our new and 
limited edition products.

Cod    From £6.00

Haddock   From £5.65  

Sea Bass    From £7.65

Gilt Head 
Bream          From £6.65 
Smoked
Haddock      From £6.95  

WELLINGTONS
Hand-made, easy-cook and 
delicious; our Wellingtons 
prove a regular favourite 
with our customers. We take 
prime, skinned and boned fish 
portions, smother them in a 
complementary sauce and 
hand-fold them into flaky pastry 
cases – superb! Simply oven bake for 30-40 minutes  
for a tasty, no-hassle meal.

Choose from:
Cod Wellington 2 PER 410G PACK £6.25
Quality Cod portion combined with a cheese, prawn and  
mushroom sauce.

Salmon Wellington 2 PER 410G PACK £6.25
Prime Salmon portion with a rich butter and dill sauce.

with Broccoli, Leek and Cheese

Smoked Haddock Wellington 
2 PER 410G PACK £6.25
Smoked Haddock Fillet in a cheese & spinach sauce.

Regal Salmon Tart  £3.75
A crisp flaky pastry base with a topping of Salmon, brie and pesto.

COATED FISH
We don’t coat our fish in breadcrumb to hide poor quality,  
we do it simply to provide you with another tasty option for  
our top quality fish. All products supplied boned.

Choose from:

Breaded Haddock 
4 PORTIONS PER 540G PACK £10.50

Premium Scottish Haddock Fillets 
coated in a crunchy breadcrumb.

Breaded Cod 
Portion 
4 PORTIONS PER 500G PACK £8.25

Portions of chunky, flaky Cod with a 
delicious crumb.

Breaded Plaice 
4 PORTIONS PER 560G PACK £11.50

With a delicious Lemon and Pepper Crumb.

FRESH READY MEALS PREPARED 
IN GRIMSBY EVERY MORNING 

2 portions ready to cook in the tray or vac pack.

Choose 
your fish
Choose 
your 
butter 
flavour
Garlic and 
Parsley, Lemon 
Zest and Chive, 
Tomato and 
Basil or Pesto.

MARINATED SALMON PORTIONS 
PREPARED BY US EACH MORNING!

Salmon Portions individually vacuum packed and coated with your choice 
of marinade.

Choose from Garden Mint, Oriental Salt and Pepper or Thai!

2 portions for £7.80

Ready to cook from frozen

Regal Fish Pie                          £5.95 PER 500G
Chunky Cheese and Ham,           £5.75 PER 400G  
Haddock Bake            
Cod Bake                          £5.75 PER 360G

  

Our prepared seafood is supplied frozen and ready to cook unless otherwise stated
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MEAT SUPPLIED FRESH EACH DAY FROM LOCAL SUPPLIERS

Fresh British Meat

Rib Eye Steak £8.75 PER 8OZ STEAK

We source our quality meat products from local 
Grimsby Butcher Len Edwards 

Extra Lean Steak Mince £6.50 PER 400G (5% FAT) 
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SAUSAGES & BURGERS

Barn Reared 
Chicken Fillets  £5.50 PER PAIR - 200G EACH 

Gammon Joint 1KG SERVES 4-6 £12.00

Pork Steaks £5.95 PER PAIR - 200G EACH Dry Cured Bacon £5.85 PER 10 SLICES 370G 

British Steak 
Burgers   £4.25 PER PACK OF 2, 400G MINIMUM

Lincolnshire  
Pork Sausages    £4.25 PER PACK OF 6, 400G MINIMUM

OTHER PRODUCTS 
Silverside Beef Joint 1KG SERVES 4-6 £14.00 

Gammon Steaks   2 STEAKS (450G) £6.00 

Sirloin Beef Steaks  1 STEAK 227G/ 8OZ £8.75 

Cumberland Pork Rings 2 RINGS (454G) £4.25 

 

Boneless Turkey Joint  1KG £22.50 

Boneless Turkey Joint  1KG £55.00 

Lincolnshire Sausage Meat 400G £4.35 

Lincolnshire Pigs in Blankets £7.00

Our range of British meat changes throughout the year, from Piri Piri Pork 
in BBQ season to Turkey and Pigs in Blankets.  

Ask a member of staff for our seasonal offers or check out the full range at www.regalfish.co.uk
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Have you heard about our 
customer referral scheme?

How it works.

Regal Fish Supplies Brochure 24pp  Dec 2021.indd   23 15/12/2021   18:24

Social Highlights
If you don’t already follow us on 
Social Media, make sure to follow 
us on Facebook and/or Instagram 
for great pictures, ideas and 
recipes. We have a number of very 
dedicated followers who share 
their creations with us on social 
media that will be sure to inspire 
you, or at the very least make you 
hungry! We also share the latest 
news for new products, stock 
updates and even run the 
occasional competition!  
 
You can follow us on  

@regalfish 

@regalfishuk 

@regalfishuknicolejcooks GSD (Good Salad Days) Poached Trout Salad.

2day_icooked Fishy Rice and Veg. Chapmans of Grimsby hand wrapping our Salmon 

Wellingtons.

Regal driver Tony delivering seafood to the 

 Salvation Army food bank.
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Invite your friends and family to join us and you will 
both receive credit to your account as a reward!

Our scheme rewards our loyal and valued customers for 
recommending our unique service.

If you know anyone who may enjoy a regular supply of delicious 
fresh 昀sh and top quality gourmet seafood products then please 

get in touch!

Call us today on 01652 662100
Or visit www.regalfish.co.uk and click on ‘our service’

Have you heard about our Have you heard about our 
customer referral scheme?customer referral scheme?

How it works.How it works.
Recommend a friend or relative 

to our unique service via our  
website regal昀sh.co.uk  

or by contacting us  
on 01652 662100.

We’ll check that we can make 
a delivery to their area and 
contact them to explain the 

service, we will also send them 
a copy of our current brochure.

Once your friend has 
received their 昀rst order, 

you will both be rewarded 
with credit to your accounts 

ready to spend.

Further discounts available to both you and your friend on subsequent orders. 

Please refer to the website for the full terms and conditions.

Recommend as many friends as you like
There’s 

no limit!

Regal Fish Supplies Brochure 24pp  Dec 2021.indd   23 15/12/2021   18:24
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Need a top                          
up nearer to            
Christmas? 

Just ask a member of the team                             
if we can make an interim or                       

courier delivery.
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Notes
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For full details about our product range 
and for terms and conditions regarding 
our service please visit our website.

Opening Hours: 
Monday – Thursday: 8am to 8pm

Friday: 8am to 7pm

Saturday & Sunday: Closed

Bank Holidays: Closed 

  
facebook.com/regalfish

  twitter.com/regalfishuk

  
www.instagram.com/regalfishuk

Please note that due to our policy of 
continuous improvement, we may on 
occasion make alterations to the weights 
or ingredients of our products, which may 
not show within this brochure. 

You may wish to consult our website 
or Regal Fish representative prior to 
ordering if you have any specific dietary 
requirements.

For further information relating to  
our products or service, please  
visit our website or contact us  
on 0800 0190446

We regularly add new or limited  
edition products to our range –  
please visit www.regalfish.co.uk 
to find out what’s new for your  
next delivery.

We also provide a business to business delivery service to farm shops, delicatessens and eateries across the country. Should you 
feel that any of our products would complement your business or establishment please get in touch on 

01652 662100

Regal Fish Supplies Limited,
Ardent Road,

Barton upon Humber,
North Lincolnshire

DN18 5FA

Tel: 01652 662100
Fax: 01652 634790 

email: info@regalfish.co.uk
Live chat at: www.regalfish.co.uk

Word to the wise
Our representatives always carry 

identification. Please don’t be 
caught out as bogus fish salesmen 
may be operating in your area.

Oct 2022
Prices are correct at time of print but may be subject to change. Please refer to our website for more information.

If you need a top up delivery 
there’s no need to wait.

Call our office or visit the website and 
we can arrange an interim delivery.
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